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Amendments to the Specification:

Please replace the paragraph on page 13, starting at line 14 with the following

amended paragraph:

— At operation 303 the user may browse a virtual product catalog or search for a

specific product. If the user selects a search option then the visualization server 150, upon

getting a search request, conducts a search for a product against a product database that

may be stored on the server machine 120 or on another machine that is accessible by the

visualization server 150. The user is presented with a list of all the products stored in the

database or the list of products identified by the visualization server 150 as the result of a

specific product search, along with thumbnail image of each product next to its name.

Upon clicking on a thumbnail image the user may be presented with the enlarged

photograph 402 of a product with the detailed description. An exemplary user interface

400 to present the enlarged photograph 402 is shown in Figure 4. At this point 305 the

user may select a product for design. A unique product identification number gets sent to

the visualization server 150, which allows the server to select the correct product photo

with the specialized imprint instructions from the product database at operation 306 . In

one embodiment of the invention each product image may be stored in a file 510 with the

header 520 containing information about the image, such as size, imprint area, warp ratio,

etc., as illustrated in Figure 5. It will be appreciated that the selected product image is

maintained as an image file accessible at the server machine 120 and may reside as an

image file in a separate product image database or may reside as an image file in part of a

larger database, such as the product database. —
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Please replace the paragraph on page 14, starting at line 6 with the following

amended paragraph:

— After selecting a product for design, the user may select the second image, at

operation 307, which may be artwork, such as a logo. It is customary for businesses to

have several versions of a company's logo, these versions can be stored in the customer

database, and upon customer login may be transferred to a Web browser for display. An

exemplary user interface 600 to present user's logos 610 is shown in Figure 6. In an

alternative, the user may upload a logo from the client to the visualization server 150

through operations illustrated in Figure 7. At 701 upon user's selection ofupload option

the user is presented with a form for browsing files stored at the local computer. At

operation 702 the user selects a file that may be a jpg, .bmp, .eps, or .tif and uploads it to

the visualization server 150 where the number of colors and transparent area are detected

by the artwork creation engine 180. The visualization server 150 displays the analyzed

logo on the Web browser on a specialized background, at operation 703. At this point

704, the user may edit artwork transparency areas and submit changes to the visualization

server 150. The server then, at 705, re-displays the logo with the changes on the Web

browser. Upon satisfaction with the logo the user may save the logo and associated data

in an artwork library database at the visualization server 150 at operation 308 .
—

Please replace the paragraph on page 15, starting at line 25 with the following

amended paragraph:
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— In addition, the visualization server 150 makes some assumptions about the size

of the logo when generating the default composite image, and the user is given an option

to modify it at operation 3 1

0

. The user may be presented with a drop down menu 1010,

where the user may select the desired size by selecting and clicking on a small, medium

or large option. Upon receiving the request at operation 311 the visualization server 150

re-sizes the image, re-composites the image and re-displays it on the Web browser. For

example, if the user wants the logo to be of a small size, the visualization server 150 may

re-size the logo to a 33% of an original logo image. -

Please replace the paragraph on page 16, starting at page 19 with the following

amended paragraph:

— Upon completion of operation 312 of Figure 3, the design is stored in a project

folder database at the visualization server 150 and final artwork for production is

generated and stored in an order database at 313. The user is then presented with a

quotation form, illustrated in Figure 12, where such information as quantity, color,

decoration process, special instructions from the customer, etc. needs to be filled out at

314. Upon the user completing the form the visualization server 150 calculates the price

for the order at operation 315 of Figure 3. An automatic and accurate price calculation is

one of the goals of the present invention. The price of the promotional product with the

imprinted logo depends on the methods of manufacturing. For example, if imprint is done

by the method of embroidery then the number of stitches determines the price of the

order. When the final design is finalized by the user and the visualization server 150 is
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ready to calculate the quote, the number of stitches is calculated. The number of stitches

is directly proportional to the size of the logo and depends on the ratio of non-blank

pixels to the imprint area. The visualization server 150 measures the number of pixels

occupied by the artwork and calculates this area in square inches, then multiplies the area

by the average number of stitches per square inch that is stored in the header ofthe

product image file. —

Please replace the paragraph on page 18, starting at line 12 with the following

amended paragraph:

— Upon accepting the fixed price quote, operation 316 of Figure 3, the order

details are written into the order database on the visualization server 150 at operation 317 .

The request for shipping and billing information is being displayed on the Web browser

for the user to fill out. In the alternative, the customer shipping and billing information

stored in the customer database may be displayed on the Web browser for validation.

When shipping and billing information is validated at operation 318 or entered into the

order database at operation 319 , the payment method is requested. Upon entering of the

payment method at 320 and validation of it at 321, the transaction with the user is

complete at 322 . At this point the order, shipping and billing information is formatted and

sent to the supplier. In one embodiment of the present invention all the necessary

information about the customer order is formatted into an email message form and sent to

a supplier. —
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